trailer inspection key points

1. Tire pressure, check every time you tow or once a month at least. Max. inflation and max. load imprinted on side-wall check pressure cold, inflate to max. Use a quality pressure gage not a pen style. Tires that need air more often than once a month need to be repaired or replaced.

2. Lights, check before every trip or at the start of each day. Keep spare bulbs and fuses in trailer.

3. Brakes, test before every trip by activating the electric brake control manual over ride. Adjust brakes and inspect bearings 1st time at 1000 miles every 20,000 there after. Check and charge battery at start and end of season or once a year at least.

4. Floor and body, quick check before every trip, look for loose fasteners bent broken parts and sharp edges. (Duct tape). Remove mats and sweep out at start of wet season to help keep floor dry. Don't leave shavings in trailer over winter.

5. Schedule maintenance **before** fire season. Repairs after fire season.